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Abstract:
Traditionally conceived as the creator of all deities, the goddess Neith played an important role in the ancient Egyptian religion. She held a number of different features, such as the fierce goddess of war, symbol of lightning, patron of weaving, inundation and protector of the deceased's body. Many objects of the Late Period — found at the ancient sites of the Baharyah province — reveal the religious aspects of the goddess Neith in the Western side of the Bolbitine Branch. This research proves that the goddess Neith was the main goddess of the Western Delta, especially the land lying between the Bolbotine and Canopic Branches of the Nile. The goddess Neith gained the greatest prominence by the 26th dynasty’s pharaohs, particularly at their capital Sais in the Western side of the Delta. There, she became the state deity of Egypt down to the 30th dynasty and Ptolemaic Period. Neith was very deep-rooted goddess connected with the Delta.
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Introduction
The Ancient Egyptian site of El-Baharyah province included many ancient Egyptian lower nomes: the 2nd Jetopoleite nome iwa; the 3rd Libyan nome imntt (rmp); the 4th Prospote nome Nit-rsyt (aha); the 5th saite nome Nit-nhjtt (wrh); and the 7th Metelite nome Hw Hmtt (ntry rwr, wr rc, smsw).1 The 2nd lower Egyptian nome xm or iwa2 lied at the point where the route leading to Wadi Nantrum approaches the Rosetta branch of the Nile; there lies the town of Kom Abu Billo Terenuthis.3 The name is derived from serpent goddess mmtt, its temple was dedicated to the goddess Hathor, "Lady of turquoise" pr Ht. Hr nbt nfsAt. Burials of cattle, found there in vicinity, are probably connected with the cult of Hathor.4 In the New Kingdom and the Late Period the temple was associated with the goddess-Sekhmet which, was known as pr sxmt nbt n HsAt, or pr sxmt nbt r HsAt, which means the house of Sekhmet "Lady of terror" or "The house of Sekhmet (the lioness), mistress of fierce regard".5

The principal city of the 3rd lower Egyptian nome, imntt "the western", in the middle and New Kingdoms was iAmw (Kom El Hisn، كوم الحسن),6 which replaced the earlier site Ht-iHjt "the house of the cow iHc",7 which was associated with the goddess Neith. Its principal city in the Late and Greco-Roman Periods was Damanhur "dmi n Hr" the town of Horus,8 which was known as Hermopolis Parva "the small town of DHwtf". Its ancient temple was dedicated to the goddess Sekhmet-Hathor.9 The southern part of the 4th lower Egyptian name nt-rrj, the southern Neithy, included Naukratis (Kom Gief, El-Niberia and Niqrash).10 The Ancient Egyptian temple of Naukratis was dedicated to the gods Amon and Thoth. This is in addition to several Greek temples for Apollo, Aphrodite and Zeus.11 This part connected with the goddess "Neith". Meanwhile, some parts of the 7th lower Egyptian nome, which was known as Metelite Hw Hmtt, Rc-imntt, the western Ra), gs-imntt (the western side),12 included Mareotis (now Kom Idress) whose principal city was known as Hermopolis Parva (dmi n Hr) in the late and Greco-Roman Period.13 This is in addition to Rc-imntt, which probably specified "Atum", the son of the goddess "Neith", as the evening sun. During the Late Period, these western provinces of the Delta were settled by Libyans who were known to the Greek as "Machinoi” i.e. the warriors.14 Pasmatik I caused that the Greeks and Cariens to settle in the western side of Bolbitine Branch of the Nile (fig. 1), while at the time of Amasis, they became powerful and their activities were apparent in the city of Naukratis.15

The Goddess "Neith" gained the greatest prominence of the 26th Dynasty’s pharaohs at their capital Sais sxAw in the western side of the Delta and she became a state deity of Egypt down to the 30th Dynasty and Ptolemaic Period.16 Neith was very deep-rooted goddess connected with the Delta.17 She was of lower Egyptian origin,18 and her symbol represents two bows tied together in a package, a shield with two crossed arrows and crossed arrows upon a divine standard.19 Her symbol was found in the tomb of the 1st Dynasty at Saqqara and Abydos where several Queens bore her name,20 whereas her symbol was also depicted upon her head,21 or the red crown symbol of the Delta in the same time.22 She was venerated also in the guise of a beetle (since Neith was represented or inhabited a beetle).23

Neith: the Creator of All Deities

The Goddess Neith occupied important role in the Egyptian pantheon; she held a number of different features, and was the fierce goddess of war and hunting. Besides, she was the symbol of lightning, patron of weaving, inundation and protector of the deceased’s body.24 Neith was identified as "mother of all", who created the seed of gods and mem.25
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She was bisexual male and female,\(^{27}\) mother of the mothers and father of the fathers.\(^{28}\) Neith also created the world,\(^{29}\) and Egypt by the utterance of “aha.n b3k.n.s”.\(^{30}\) A text inscribed in a Naophoraus statue of the priest of Neith wDA Hr rsi nrt (Vatican Mas. No. 196) identified her as “mother who gives birth to Ra and who was the insatiate of birth after there had been no birth”,\(^{31}\) as well as the monuments of sais “Nit wrt mwt nTr ms(w) Ra” “Neith the great one, mother of the god, who gives birth to Ra”,\(^{32}\) and Esna\(^{33}\), so she was associated with Isis, Mut, Seshat, Menhet, Tawrt, Hathor, Skhemet, Bastet and Renunt.\(^{34}\) Neith was also associated with Arisnoe I in the Greco-Roman Period.\(^{35}\) She was introduced into a national cult where she was regarded as identical Palas, Athena and Minerva. Neith emerged from chaos on the primeval hill (at Sais and Esna) and her mouth pronounced the seven names which fashioned the world khnun, Ra, Amon, the eight, Thoth, Apophs and Esna, Sais.\(^{36}\) She was represented giving such two crocodiles (Osiris and Ra),\(^{37}\) or (shu and Tefnut).\(^{38}\) It is the powerful and wise “Neith” to whom the other deities turn for guidance “... put Horus in the place of his father...”.\(^{39}\)

**Neith in the Western Side of the Bolbitine Branch**

Many objects of the late Period was found at the Ancient sites of the Bahyreh province. They reveal the religious aspects of the goddess “Neith” as the following documents show:

**Doc. 1:** A block depicted the king of Psmatik II nfr ib Ra (Beautiful is the heart of Ra) in front of cow and bull-headed gods perhaps the goddess Neith and the bull Apis, it was found at Rosetta.\(^{40}\)

**Doc. 2:** A block dates back to Psmatik II (nfr ib Ra) with the goddess Neith, Atum and Horus.\(^{41}\)

**Doc. 3:** Blocks of the King Apris who venerated “Neith” was found at Rossetta. Dr. Labib Habachi believed that they came from Apris's building at Sais connected with the goddess Neith.\(^{42}\) Perhaps there was a temple dedicated to the goddess Neith on the mouth of Bolbitine Branch of the Nile under the last native dynasties between "Canopic mouth" or "Heracleion mouth" and "Bolbitine Branch" or "Naukratis mouth". It might be at Thonis, about which Herodotus tells.\(^{43}\) Such a relief refers to the relationship between the goddess "Neith" and "Atum". The creator god of Heliopepolis who emerged from the chaos, and who came into existence by himself,\(^{44}\) as did the goddess Neith (at Sais and Esna), while Neith here was the creator of "Atum" in the form of Ra,\(^{45}\) as her son "... he will be khepri in the dawn and Atum in the evening ....".\(^{46}\) Atum had a special shrine in the temple of Neith at Sais where he was the representation of the god Ra in the west,\(^{47}\) and the female term of "Atum" "itmit" connected also with the cow goddess\(^{48}\) (Neith-Meyther and Hathor). A stela from Sais depicted the King Tefnakht giving offerings in front of the goddess "Neith" and "Atum".\(^{49}\)

**Doc. 4:** A Quartzite hollow base for sacred hippopotamus not a sarcophagus, with a text referring to the King Psmatik II (nfr ib Ra) now in Cairo Museum and was found at Demanhur.\(^{50}\) Neith was represented as a hippopotamus, especially in the seven Tsw utterances of the goddess Neith at Esna. She transferred herself to hippopotamus wrrt as aHln.wHm.n.s.\(^{51}\) At Fayoum, she was represented as a hippopotamus, hanging down her terrifying, the skin of a crocodile as a remembrance of her traditional fight or as her son,\(^{52}\) for she was called "Nit wrrt sA.s xnt axm w.s Hr S" that means: "Neith the great one, her protection is in front of her (images) on the Fayoum lake (fig. 2).\(^{53}\) In the ruins of the city of Kerkeosiris was found a strange monument of Ptolemaic Period which reveals the crocodile Sobek on one base with the baboon Thoth and the hippopotamus in the middle between them.\(^{54}\) She might be the goddess Neith with her son Sobek and Thoth representing the triad of Kerkeosiris, while at Kom Ombo the hippopotamus depicted the motherhood as the goddess Ipt, Neith, Hathor, Nut, Ta- snt-nfrt, Ta- wrt, Hjdt and Mut.\(^{55}\)

**Doc. 5:** The Birth name of King Amasis and its relation with the goddess "Neith" (iah ms sA Nit) (the moon birth or the moon is born, the son of the goddess Neith) which is represented on a sphinx perhaps from Sais. A naos found on the sea shore near Alexandria and stela found near Mariout lake.\(^{56}\) At Naukraties appeared the last cylindrical sign of Egypt (fig. 3.6), the scarab (fig. 3.1),\(^{57}\) Menat (nTr frmt sA.Ra sA Ra iaH ms sA Nit anH Dt) (fig. 3.5),\(^{58}\) "The good god, the heart of Ra, the god Khnum, the son of Ra, the moon birth, son of Neith, may he live forever", and the usual foundation plaques which bear his name (fig. 3.2,3,4).\(^{59}\) The Nbtj name of king Amasis is also connected with the goddess Neith iah ms sA Nit spd tAwy, "The son of Neith, thron of the two lands".

**Doc. 6:** A black granite naos now at Cairo Museum CG.70020, dedicated to the goddess Neith by the king Nektanebo I (nrt nh.f) (fig. 4).\(^{60}\) It is 63 cm high, and was found at Demanhur. The Naos was made of one block with a rounded top which was inscribed in the middle with the hieroglyphic sign (di anH wAs), "may he give life and power", a winged sun disk (bHdlt nTr - aa), "Horus Bhdty the great god".

The text on the right side of the naos is inscribed with (Hr TmA aa- niswt bjtj xpr kA Ra - sA Ra nrt nh.f- mry Nit wrrt mwt nTr), "the Horus name strong arm - the king of lower and upper Egypt, the soul of Ra Abides - the son of Ra strong of his lord," beloved of Neith the great one the mother of the god". The text on the left side had the same titular of king Nektanebo I: "... mrj n Nit nbt At xe", "beloved of Neith, mistress of At xe", which means the primeval hill
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at Sais that is associated with the goddess Neith. Daressy says that this place might be chapel of Osiris at Sais in the north. This is not right, however, because the chapel of Osiris at Sais was named (Ht hpt),63 Osiris also had a great relationship with Naophoraius statues at Sais,64 and was considered the child of goddess Neith.65 The rounded-top of the naos represented the ancient shrine of Neith's temple at lower Egypt,66 which was represented on the Naophoraius statues of Sais on 26th Dyn to 30th Dyn.67 It may be associated with the heaven dome which gives truth to the stars.68 The façade with its rounded top might be an imitation of the stelae. Neith also the goddess who put every god on his naos.71

Doc 7: Naukratis stela of Nektanebo I, Cairo Museum JE.34002, (fig. 5).72

Some wonderful sculptures were erected during the king Nektanebo I's great era in the 30th Dynasty. the Naukratis stela is one of the examples that show the application of hardstone relief to sculpture in the round. The rounded-top stela is dedicated to the goddess Neith, mistress of Sais. It is decorated in sunk relief with beautiful image of the goddess Neith. Found at Naukratis, the stela dates back to the 1st year of king Nektanebo I's reign, and it recorded the gift of the goddess Neith of a tithe of all imports from Greek, tithe of all production of Naukratis, made grants and land tax remissions to the goddess Neith. The style of 30th Dynasty indicates a fine work in the round, the sky "pt" round, as the rounded-top of the stela and a winged sun disk can be seen. It includes much decoration: two Uraeuses are hanging from the sun disk wearing the white and red crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt. These may represent the goddess "Nit-rsjt and Nit-mHjt", and titular of Nektanebo I (see Doc. 6). The relief of the goddess is extremely well done, reflecting a fine scene of composition and balance. The figure of the goddess is represented with ample bosom, slim waist and beautiful face. The scene is divided into two sections, on the left side the king wears the red crown of lower Egypt offering a tray of bread, beer and water, and facing the seated goddess Neith who is clad in the red crown and holds the "wAs" scepter and life sign, while in the right side the king is wearing the "Atf" crown, offering the "wssr" pectoral to his mother Neith. The iconography of the king copies the representation of the king Pasamitik II in the Western Delta.73 Below the scene is a 14th vertical columns of hieroglyphic inscriptions running from right to left, it shows that the king goes forth from his house, while approaching the temple of the goddess Neith, entering the temple and wearing the red crown of his mother Neith.74 The 10th columns indicates the nome pr- mrj, the 3rd lower Egyptian nome including mrjt (Mareia), Ht- Wsir (Taposiris), Ht- Hapi and Ht- cAt (Libya)?,75 and the name of Naukratis nw kArt,76 which may mean the power of the sea or the village of crew.77 Nektanebo decree stipulated that a tax equivalent to 10% of the taxes collected as offering to the temple of "Neith" is meaning the stela of Nektanebo I that was established at Naukratis not Sais. A temple of the goddess Neith was erected in that district.

Doc 8: Stela of Nektanebo I from Heracleion No. 277. (fig. 6).78 It is an intact greywacke stela, 197 cm high and 88 cm wide, announcing the decision taken by Nektanebo I in November 380 BC, on behalf the temple of Neith at Sais. This stela is the perfect double of the so-called Naukratis stela (see Doc. 7); both had the same material, same dimensions and quality of engraving, as well as the same double representation showing the Pharaoh in the presence of the goddess "Neith". Both stelae also share the same legends accompanying the images, the same text over 14th columns with the most five minor graphic varieties and only one different piece of phrasing. Two versions of the same documents were discovered on the site of the two towns which related to a large destroy in the course of time. The stela of Heracleion recorded ... r wAxD wr m Hw nww... "... at the mouth of the sea of the Greek in the city" named Thonis of Sais."79 J. Yoyotte has suggested that this refers to the Egyptian role and that both Thonis and Heracleon were in fact one place.80

Doc 9: A decorated slab with Egyptian cornice at BM. 998. The way in which it was represented on BM. 20, 22, Bologna 1870, shows that the figure had been intentionally damaged. Found at Rosetta, only his head remains. Its dimensions are 4x2 feet. It represents the king Nektanebo I, wearing the kushite tight cape with the uraeus,81 offering a necklace consisting of small beads in front of the goddess "Neith". The scene shows the naturalistic portrait-type which was known from the relieves of Lower Egypt and was a replica of a slab of Pasamitik II found in Rosetta.82

Doc 10: Head of Wen-nefer "servant of Neith", is now at Baltimore Museum No. 51257.(fig. 7).83 Its back pillar provided a quite valuable date. It may refer to the fact that it came from Western Delta, especially the firth of the Canopic Branch. The damaged trapezoidal shape of the pillar represents a bull with a sun disk facing right, and standing on the base line of the trapezoid. On the right, there was probably a figure of the statue's owner, worshipping the sacred animal. The upper part is inscribed with the main text which is missing now, and it shows Wn-nft titles "servant of Neith", "Revered by Hapi-skr-Osiris the great god of Shethyt". So the bull is representing the Apis-Bull of Western Delta must have had a temple of the firth of the Canopic Branch which housed an extraordinary image of Hapi the god of the Nile.84 This head refers to the relationship between "Neith" and "Hapi" in Western Delta, "Neith" was known as the daughter of Hapi and other texts associated her with "Hapi" as inundation deities,85 another text from a late statue CG. 427 refers to the shrine of Hapi at Sais which was called Agh.86
"... In the great place, servant of the god "priest" of 3gb in the abod of 3gb", 97 Neith was also bisexual,98 and the mythological daily bath of the sun was performed by Njt rsjt (Neith of the north) and Njt rsjt' (Neith of the south), where she was in the form of the primeval water.99

Doc. 11: A kneeling figure of lime stone with inscriptions on the front, the back pillar and the base is showing the name and the title of servant of goddess Neith called Pasmatick-Snb. He was connected with the rebuilding of the temple of Neith. Sir W.F. Petrie bought this statue in Cairo, but afterwards it is said that it came from Kom Afrin,90 south west of Naukratis, located on the western boundary of the Delta.

Doc. 12: The priest of Athena at Naukratis, where Herodotus identified the divinities of Egypt with those of Greece.99 Such identification became much more general and complete in later years when they were masters in Egypt. In Naukratis itself, excavation has revealed the remains of the early temple of Hera, Apollo and Aphrodite.92 I. Noshy suggested that the Greek associated "Athena" with "Neith" and the statue of Aphrodite at Sais should have been dedicated for the goddess "Neith",93 not for the goddess Hathor.94 It also associated her with Hera.95 The priest of Athena at Naukratis had an additional "Law orders" syngraphophylax.96 Neith also was known as "Hermaphroditus", as she had taken the functions of Herm and Aphrodite.97

Neith and the deities of the Western Delta

A: Neith and Horus

The Western Delta was a cult-center of Horus "hhdy" and Thoth at the Hermopolis parvas.98 However, "Hr-nfr" Horus, the good one, might be the son of Thoth and Nephmetawy.99 Neith was also identified as the "mother of Horus",100 while the latter was called "the son of Neith" "Hr sA Nt", "Horus in houses of Neith" "Hr m Hw Nt" at Sais.101 A bronze statue, inlaid with gold, represented Neith standing behind her two children. The taller of them, who wears the double crown, was "Horus the child" and the other one wearing the red crown was "Horus of the Delta" (fig. 8).102 Horus was also identified as the chief from of the sun god "Ra".103 Nevertheless, Neith was the mother of "Ra" who defeated his enemies.104 She was depicted with Horus the child.105 Many small figures, found outside the great Temenos of Naukratis, were connected with the god Horus, as pottery and bronze hawks, sacred eyes "wDAI" and Isis protected her son Horus with her wings.106 The most delicate representation is of a figure worshipping a hawk-headed crocodile with the sun disk and the Uræus.107 It must be a representation of Horus-Sobek, and glazed pottery of Horus made from the style of Egyptian prototypes. It was found in the southern temple of Apollo,108 who was associated with the god Horus.109 An important object from Kom Afrim is connected with the god "Ra- Horakhty" as a falcon headed god, a bronze figure of a sacred bark of "Ra", inlaid with deep ribs of gold. The face and the disk above it were of plain bronze, while the Uræus on the head, the whole wig, and the collar were inlaid (fig. 9).110 The Cartouche is inscribed with the throne name of Amasis, "khnm ib Ra" "the lord of the two lands".111 There were a great relationship between Horus and Thoth, where the latter filled and wounded the eye of Horus.112 In the Greek civilization, Apollo was associated with Hermes.113

B: Neith and Thoth

Neith was the mother of Thoth at Baklja. She was associated with Thoth at Sais. She created Thoth and Apophs after Ra at Esna,114 and declared herself saying" ...... I am nbtw ..... I am Thoth the heart of Ra".115 Isis was the chief sacred animal of Thoth and was connected with the Delta.116 Herodotus gives many interesting details concerning the Ibis bird in the Delta and how he destroyed the winged serpents that were brought into Egypt by the west wind.117 It must give Thoth an important role in protecting the western side of the Delta in the late Period. On the seashore near Abu Quir was found a large Catacomb of Abis mummmies "Hb-wsir".118 The Kadoussi jars had no writing or paint but it indicates the fact that the god Thoth was widely worshipped on the firth of the Canopic Branch of the Nile (fig. 10).119 Here, Thoth was associated with "Hapi" and Serapis.120 Thoth also was the chief god of "pr-anx" "house of life" of the temple of the goddess Neith at Sais during the new kingdom and the Late Period.121 many objects were found in the district concerning the god Thoth "son of Neith".

a. A black granite libation-dish of commander of troops "wDA Hr rsjt ntr" Dynasty. 26th (fig. II).122 It was found at Damamhur and the text refers to the cartouche of Pasmatic II "nfr ib Ra". It is decorated with the head of the goddess Hathor as his wife.123

b. The obelisk of Nektanebo II might be from Hermopolis Parva (Damamhur). It is now one of a pair in BM. They have been erected originally before Thoth temple in one of the Delta cities, it had Nektanebo II's titles "Hr-nbtw smn Hpw nvisw bty, snD m ib-Ra mjr InHrT, sA Ra, ntt Hr Hb nxn mtr Ra, mrr DHwty awj nb xmnw nb nsw nTr smt Hsr",124 "the golden Horus "smn hpw", "king of lower and upper Egypt", pleasing to the heart of "Ra" beloved of Anhor, (strong is the feast of Horus) may live like "Ra", beloved of Thoth, lord of Ashmonin, lord of the divine word in front of "Hsr". This place was associated with Osiris at Hermopolis.125 The obelisk is of fine one black of basalt and of good quality, its pyramidal was already missing when the French found the monuments (fig.12).126 Nektanebo II's small objects indicated to his religious aspects, under the protection of
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The god, especially Neith of Sais as "nht Hr hbt sA Nit" "Nektanebu II protected by goddess Neith".

- At the southern part of Naukratis was an Egyptian temple dedicated to Amun and Thoth, but nothing of such monuments can be seen nowadays. Some small stone objects were found, bearing the name of Thoth (fig. 13). Also a small glazed pottery of Thoth and a ram's head were found. The two gods were associated with the Dioskouroi (Castor and Pollux) in the Greco-Roman Period.

- The limestone stela of Damanhur, Cairo Museum CG 22188, a decree passed at campus by general council of the Egyptian priests of Ptolemy III for the temple of Canopus, and the Rosetta stone of Ptolemy V, Epiphanes, which was discovered at Rashid by Napoleon's expedition in 1799. Both stelae copied the decree of canopius. They consist of the 19th lines of Hieroglyphic text in particular for the sacred Apis and mentioned the gods Thoth and Amon. At Heracleion also was a temple of "Amon of the gereb" as the king of the gods in the famous decree of canopius. Amon had great relationship with goddess Neith, while at Esna he was the ancient deity who is in the primeval water. At Armant, Amon himself was represented as a crocodile.

C: Mut and Neith

Identified as goddess Mut, Neith had a shrine on the temple of Neith at Sais, where Mut was the mistress of "Nut-rsji". Fragments of the goddess Mut (maybe Hathor or Isis) were found at Damanhûr, and sculptured at the end of 30th Dynasty. It depicted the goddess Mut sitting, wearing the goddess Nekhbet-headdress which was engraved with many details (fig. 14). The goddess holds the "waAD" scepter of lionness goddess that represented Lower Egypt. The relief shows that she was young, her mouth is slightly smiling, her nose defiant, and her checks full and sensual with a beautiful and gentle profile.

D: Neith and Sekhmet

Neith was associated with goddess Sekhmet, because they both were goddesses of war and Sekhmet had a great ability of healing and magic at the temple of Neith at Sais. In the region, the temple of Sekhmet-Hathor was built by middle kingdom's kings, King Ramsess II and King Schashanq III. Sekhmet was also related to the Western Desert. According to the myth of the book of the gate, Sekhmet created the fair-skinned Libyan then Thoth created the languages to separate races. Nefrtum, the son of goddess Sekhmet, was buried at Memphis as an Ibis-bird who was the sacred animal of Thoth. Many amulets, small statuettes of Nefrtum, Menat of Sekhmet (fig. 15), lion and lion's head were also found at Naukratis.

- A tablet from Kom Afrim dedicated to the goddess Sekhmet. The significance of this is her title "nbt iA mw" "lady of Kom El Hisn".
- A perfume bottle in the form of a hedgehog, made of faience, in a style commonly called Naukratite (fig. 16-a). Also associated with Mut, were Bes and Sekhmet. At temple of Kharga Oasis, however, she was depicted as a hedgehog (fig. 16-b).

E: Neith and the cow goddess

The goddess Neith was associated with the cow-goddess Methy.wrt "MHtt-wrt, iht" (fig. 17), Sdl" Hathor "Ht-Ht". Methy was a form of Neith. In the seven "Tsw" utterance of Methy at Esna, Neith transformed into "iHt" and "MHtt-wrt" as a primordial deity, a personification of the female, a solar deity, an agriculture deity and a goddess of moisture. The ancient name of "iAmw" kom el Hisn was "Ht-iHt" "the temple of the cow goddess iht", who was associated with Neith and Hathor, was called "lady of iA mw" and had a shrine in the temple of Neith at Sais. She illumined the west. Neith was also associated with the holy tree of Neith, "the acacia of Neith" and Hathor was worshipped at Memphis with the name of Methy. In the southern city of Naukratis, the Egyptian town, the temple of Aphrodite was established by the Greek in 688 BC. She was identified as the goddess Hathor and Neith.

F: Neith and Sobek

Sobek (the crocodile and the crocodile headed-god) was the son of Neith in pry. text 510 (wnjth). He was identified as the eldest son of Methy at Fayoum. The secret of the cow "Ht-Ht", and the crocodile god "SmA-nfr", who was the son of Neith at Esna. Sobek was established as a local deity in the western Delta names:

- He was "nb iw-nfr" in the lower Egyptian 5th nome.
- Sobek was "sbk m Ht-nbwr" a locality Melitene nome (lower Egypt 7th nome).
- Sobek was "Sobek, lord of the west" "sbk nb.immt" in the lower Egyptian 3rd nome.
- Sobek was lord of Kom el Hisn "sbk nb iA mw". "Sobek Lord of the Aft crown in the temple of Kom el Hisn - Greek Memphis."
e) Sobek was "Sobek in the temple of the cow goddess ilHt" shk m Ht-ilHyt" may be Gynaecopolis.174

f) Sobek was "the lord of the 4th lower Egyptian nome "Nit-rsjr".175

He was also worshipped at the firth of the Canopic Branch of the Nile. Sobek was also connected with the Nile god "Hapi" as inundation deities.176 A limestone statuette of Sobek as crocodile mummy is now in Cairo Museum. It was found at Naukratis, the body was engraved on both sides by crocodiles and Ibis headed-god (fig. 20).177 It should indicate the relationship between Sobek and Thoth, the moon-gods at Western Delta as it did at Fayoum.178

G: Neith and Osiris

Neith was not only the mother of crocodiles Sobek, Shema-nfr, Ra, Horus but also was the mother of Osiris where she was sucking him as a crocodile at Esna and the temple of Queen Hathshipswt at Buhen.179 Neith united with Osiris in the form of "Nit-wsir",180 as she did with Ra, while at Sais her cult was connected with the god Osiris in "Ht-bity".183 Many amulets and small statuettes were found at Naukratis.182 The recent underwater excavations which had been carried out in Abu Quir bay discovered a bronze statue of Osiris,183 and a bronze figure from Itay El-Baroud, east of Naukratis - now at Ashmolean Museum No. 1888.166. It represents the moon god "wsir iadH" with lunar disc and crested on his head, seated and holding the flail and the crook. There is an Uraeus on the forehead (fig. 19).184

Conclusion

The research proves that the goddess Neith was the main goddess of the Western Delta especially the land lying between the Bolbotine and Canopic Branches of the Nile down to the Roman era where a bronze helmet crest was found at Heracleion (Abu Quir bay). It was believed to be part of a 4.5 m high of Greek Statue of Minerva (fig. 18).177 Many statuettes were found at Naukratis.178 The recent underwater excavations which had been carried out in Abu Quir bay discovered a bronze statue of Osiris,183 and a bronze figure from Itay El-Baroud, east of Naukratis - now at Ashmolean Museum No. 1888.166. It represents the moon god "wsir iadH" with lunar disc and crested on his head, seated and holding the flail and the crook. There is an Uraeus on the forehead (fig. 19).184

The seven provinces of Western Delta which was depicted on the so-called Libyan Palette represent the conquered seven towns and/or show the foundation of seven cities of the Western Delta.186 It dates back to King Menes.187 It must be referring to the seven utterance of Neith as a creator goddess of all western lower Egyptian nomes not only Sais.

The previous documents indicated that there might be many temples of goddess Neith at Damanhûr, Naukratis, Bolbitie, Heracleion, Thonis, Canop and Alexandria, where a temple for the goddess Metyh-wr (Neith) was erected. It was called Methyeroem at the Serapioum of Alexandria in the time of Alexander the Great,188 as she was "the lady of the sea".189

Neith was thought of to have had a Libyan Origin,190 but it was not true because she was an archaic deity, represented the Delta. The actual subject is that Neith was venerated by the foreigners especially who settled in western Delta from the 10th century BC and the temple of Neith at Sais had increased its translators class.191 She was also a local goddess of some frontier district of Egypt claiming rule over the adjacent foreign land over Libya and western Delta.192

Neith was an Egyptian deity that was connected with the desert as a "lady of the desert".193 She was associated with ghosts and smoke people.194
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